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How can I speed up a situation where my missing teeth
grow back?
You have to get over the thought that the condition will
last forever.

5:44 Looking for more from the Products, since I'm already on a
nutritional program for 5 years. 
How do I manage my other supplements, cut down, what
will I need?
Is your current program working for you?
People take supplements as health insurance; fear based
buying.
RBC Magnesium Test showed I was right in the middle.
Using muscle testing; it depends on the questions you ask.

need the other minerals.
Regarding calcium, if you aren't eating enough, make bone
broth instead of supplementing calcium.

A, D, K – Blue Ice Royal
This takes care of most things. 
7 of the 10 biochemical reactions in the Krebs cycle
involve magnesium.

Show on Wednesday afternoon.
17:54

guidance.
Scabbing over and then fluid releases.
Serum fluid over a wound that is healing.

push the fluid out. 
23:01 Don't get the mind involved. Body is intelligent and the

formulas are intelligent and complimentary to our bodies.
24:00 Have to talk to men inside a paradigm they know.

it's a fish tank.
25:30 Why do people hesitate to take something simple as

magnesium?
People are conditioned to believe in drugs.
Can't believe something so simple can have such a
beneficial effect.

26:42 Not sleeping with products. Any ideas?
“When Magnesium Makes Me Worse”

Generation 107 – there is no lid on what RnA Drops works on;
everything simultaneously according to iON

If you are several other minerals and go on ReLyte, you don't

Re: Vit D – too much bumps out your magnesium
Vit Bs and Cs – Grown by Nature Food Based organic
Make your own liposomal Vit C

For those new to iON, Dr. Dean recommends the Ginney

ReMag and ReLyte booklets on website are awesome!
Used ReNew on basal cell carcinoma for 16 days per iON's

Do ReNew every other day so that the scab can dry. Don't 

Dr. Roby Mitchell talks about the ecology of the body as if



Low blood pressure
Magnesium balances the blood pressure; it balances
everything.

autonomic nervous system that leads to low blood pressure
and poor circulation. 
When people take magnesium, it will treat this underlying
issue.
Start slowly and make sure the sea salt is in your water.
Possibly drink potassium broth.
Adrenals are on top of the kidney. They are not a part of the
digestive/elimination system.
In Chinese medicine, the kidneys are the generative organ.
When people are stressed out, adrenaline is triggered off.
Every step of the way you are depleting your magnesium.
Every step of the way magnesium will treat this.

32:20

Not taking magnesium enough.

Fear of calcium. When I eat cheese, I get palpitations and
can't fall asleep.
Can use magnesium to calm it down.
All symptoms to magnesium deficiency.

36:58 Has the laxative effect; cut down on her magnesium.
Putting it in water and sipping it throughout the day.
Use Prescript Assist twice a day to help get rid of yeast to
balance bowel movement.
Go to doctor and get tested for electrolyte levels for weakness.
Be consistent with what you do to support your body.

45:51
Keyword search is pretty amazing. A good place to go for
information when Dr. Carolyn isn't around.
Explains no format.
Carolyn's Health Calls are streaming in Studio D on

51:55 About Blind to Magnesium blog post
Natural Eye Care Study
Her doctor wrote off the study, because there was only one.
Doctor has belief that magnesium won't help. 
So, when he sees a study, he doesn't believe it.

54:13
Muscles pulling on the vertebrae causing a lot of the pain.
If you get the muscles to relax with magnesium, the pain
will go.

ReMag book
Thyroid kicking in with ReLyte

Magnesium deficiency itself causes an underactive

Stopped taking Vit D in April and not able to sleep.
Take ReMag or magnesium most days.

ReLyte isn't just about the thyroid. It's about everything.

http://drcarolyndeanlive.com Going along swimmingly

http://achieveradio.com

ReMag for chronic upper back pain.

Egoscue tower or stretching over the couch to relax your

http://drcarolyndeanlive.com/
http://achieveradio.com/


back out.

and emotionally induced – looks at that before he suggests
surgery.

57:06 Magnesium oil on skin? Itching. 
Magnesium chloride from sea salt in oil.

1.25 ml is ¼ tsp equal to 11 sprays 

Dr. John Sarno's work – back specialist who looks at stress

http://healingbackpain.com

Can use ReMag spray and not have itching.
1 ml of ReMag is 8 sprays
5 ml of ReMag is a teaspoon
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